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Headteacher awards go to  
Georgie for cycling to 
school and back home 
once a week. Georgie  
covers 12 kilometres on 
one round trip. This not 
only develops her fitness 
but is one little step in 
saving the planet. Well 
done, Georgie! 
Daisy also receives an 
award because she              
reacted with maturity 
when she discovered her 
mum was stuck in traffic 
and unable to pick her up 
from school. Daisy just got 
on her bike and cycled 
home without fussing.            
Both girls are cycling           
superstars! 

 
 
 
 

THE CIRCUS IS                 
COMING TO 
LEWKNOR! 

 
Roll up! Roll up!                    

See page 8 of this                
newsletter for details of 

the FOLS circus                 
fundraiser in                           
September. 

CHILDREN OVER THE MOON ABOUT PARTIAL ECLIPSE 

The whole school gathered with much                  

excitement in the playground to watch the  

partial eclipse of the sun on 10th June. The 

children were warned not to look directly at the 

sun but they were able to view the eclipse in a 

variety of ways. 

Brothers Freddie and Charlie had kindly 

brought in solar eclipse glasses from home to 

share with the children in their class bubbles. 

This meant the children could get a great view 

of the partial eclipse while remaining safe. 

The children had also made pinhole viewers out 

of paper and card. The light from the sun            

entered the pinhole on the card, and an image 

of the sun could be seen on the paper. 

The children could then watch safely how the 

eclipse formed when the moon passed in front 

of the sun, partially blocking it. There were lots 

of ‘oohs’ and ‘aahs’ from the children but also 

‘oh nos’ when a cloud passed over! I think the  

children really enjoyed the super science             

lesson. 

Above: Freddie watches the partial eclipse 

Above: Charlie points to the sun.  

Right: Charlie and Emmie record what 

they saw 



Above: children sit with their backs to the sun so they are not tempted to look directly into the light 

Harry, Ned, Devon record the science on white boards Lily and Archie 

Right: Upper Juniors are  

pictured in the foreground 

and Lower Juniors are in the 

background with their              

pinhole viewers 



 

Above: the Lower Juniors wait patiently for the clouds to clear 

Wyatt and Lucy Georgie and Lilly 

Right: Charlie, who has recently 

joined school, with Skye, Florence 

and Francis 



UPPER JUNIORS MAKE CAM TOYS IN DESIGN TECHNOLOGY LESSON 

The children in Upper Juniors learned a little bit of mechanical engineering when they made cam toys as part of the design 

technology curriculum. The cam is basically a circle or square made from card, plastic or wood, which is attached to a crank. 

When the children turn the crank, the cam moves the toy upwards so that it pops up at the top of the box. The children 

chose what they wanted to make for a toy, for example, Stanley chose a UFO, Laurence a cat and Riley a rocket, and their 

results can be seen on this page and the next two pages. I thought they were all fantastic! 

Bill with Chicken Piggy Back Stanley with UFO Tristan with Chicken 



 

James with Rocket 

Mia with Shark 

Sophie with Poke-ball 

Laurence with Cat Ellena with Rainbow Lion  Alex with UFO Abducting 

Left: Wilfred with Man-

Eating Doughnut 

 

 

Right: Riley with Rocket 



Noah with Rainbow Pancake 
Theo with Shark Jayden with Rainbow Fish 

Zofia with Jackdaw                           

(how appropriate!) 

Daisy with Dragonfly 
Jasmine with Duck 

Ewan with Earth Charlie with Flying Dog Olivia with Swan Livvy with Frog 



Every week in our school newsletter, we will include a prayer and a Bible 

reading. These are taken from our new Jigsaw scheme of work for PSHE 

(Personal, Social, Health Education) and RE (Religious Education) and are 

shared with the children in class and at whole school assemblies.  

PRAYER OF THE WEEK 

Changing Me (know how to express how you feel 

when change happens) 

Lord, 

Thank you for the work that is progressing in us, the changes 

that we can see and those that we can’t. Help us to accept and 

respect these changes. Amen 

THOUGHT OF THE WEEK 

Proverbs 3: 5-6 

‘Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways submit to him, and he will make your 

paths straight.’ 

WORD OF THE WEEK 

Ravenous 

Adjective 

If someone is ravenous, 

they are very hungry. 

Mrs Cole 
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